A mistake of this magnitude anywhere in a book on science is bad enough, but Behe has built his entire thesis on this error. Telling his readers that the production of so much as a single new protein-to-protein binding site is "beyond the edge of evolution", he proclaims darwinian evolution to be a hopeless failure. Apparently he has not followed recent studies exploring the evolution of hormone-receptor complexes by sequential mutations (Science 312, 97-101; 2006) , the 'evolvability' of new functions in existing proteins -studies on serum paraxonase (PON1) traced the evolution of several new catalytic functions (Nature Genet. 37, 73-76; 2005) -or the modular evolution of cellular signalling circuitry (Annu. Rev. Biochem. 75, 655-680; 2006) . Instead, he tells his readers that there is just one explanation that "encompasses the cellular foundation of life as a whole". That explanation, of course, is intelligent design.
The sad mistake at the logical centre of this book is eerily reminiscent of a similar claim in Behe's 1996 book Darwin's Black Box. In this work he claimed that complex biochemical systems have a property he called "irreducible complexity". Irreducibly complex structures, such as the bacterial flagellum, could not have evolved because they lack any selectable function until all of their component parts are in place. As he wrote, "any precursor to an irreducibly complex system is by definition nonfunctional", since every part of such a system had to be in place for natural selection to favour it. Therefore, such structures must have been designed. A nice argument, except for the annoying fact that it is wrong. Subsets of proteins nearly identical to those in the flagellum do indeed have selectable functions (Nature Rev. Microbiol. 4, 784-790; 2006) , and the argument fails. In the same book, Behe also claimed that every component of the irreducibly complex vertebrate blood-clotting system had to be present for the system to work properly. That argument collapsed when Russell Doolittle's laboratory (Proc. Natl Acad. Sci. 100, 7527-7532; 2003) showed that the puffer fish, Fugu, lacks at least three clotting factors and still has a workable system. Such failures in the science of the argument helped to send intelligent design to a defeat in the Dover trial, and they haunt it still.
No doubt creationists who long for a scientific champion will overlook the parts of this deeply flawed book that might trouble them, including Behe's admission that "common descent is true", and that our species shares a common ancestor with the chimpanzee. Instead, they will cling to Behe's mistaken calculations, and proclaim that the end of evolution is at hand. What this book actually demonstrates, however, is the intellectual desperation of the intelligent-design movement as it struggles to survive in the absence of even a shred of scientific data in its favour. and a Hollywood humidor, its handsome walnut cases, drawers and hidden cabinets reveal a telling fraction of the objects Sir Henry amassed. There are amputation saws, birthing tools, diagnostic dolls, arresting paintings and glassware galore. Medicine Now brings the story of 'what it means to be human' up to date, in a bright white and red journey through malaria, obesity, genomics and more.
Throughout the building, subtle curation and sumptuous display invite visitors to reflect on our knowledge, hopes, fears and beliefs about the body. This dialogue will continue in The Forum, an auditorium for debates, workshops, lectures and performances. Some of these will engage with themes of the temporary exhibitions. For example on 5 July, the audience can watch a live video link to a heart-valve operation, ask questions of the surgeon and examine instruments akin to those being used. Other events, such as the Islam and medicine panel on 19 July, will respond to current affairs.
The second floor brings the trust's vast library into the twenty-first century. Virtual browsing stations and WiFi now complement the graceful galleries long beloved by scienceand-society scholars (and TV crews in search of instant gravitas). 
